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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The existing Meadow Way Bridge is a wooden trestle‐type structure constructed in early 1950s. The 70‐foot
long, 5‐span bridge is made up of timber and few steel beams supporting a wooden deck, with a substructure
of five sets of three driven timber pile extensions. The bridge has a Sufficiency Rating (SR) of 47.5, according
to the latest Caltrans Bridge Inspection Report (BIR), and is Functionally Obsolete (FO). An earlier assessment
report by CIC found the bridge infeasible for repairs. Due to the deficiencies of the bridge, signs of its ever‐
increasing maintenance needs and safety concerns, it has been determined by Caltrans the bridge needs to
be replaced. Funding for bridge replacement has come from the Highway Bridge Program, supporting 88.5%
of the design, environmental studies and construction costs. Additionally, for construction, the Town’s 11.5%
share will be paid by the State Toll Credits Program.
The new bridge deck will be at the current elevation and its length will be 70 feet long. Similar to the existing
bridge, the new bridge will have a single lane. The overall bridge width will be 21’‐6”, allowing for a 12’ lane, a
5’ sidewalk, a 1’ buffer between these two strips and two 1’‐9” wide railings at the edges of the bridge. To
minimize creek disruptions and construction time, and for better creek flow, the new bridge will be a single‐
span crossing. The supports will consist of a concrete abutment at each end, connecting with a retaining wall
at the upstream west corner and wingwalls at its other three corners to protect the bridge and the adjacent
creek banks.
The construction of the new bridge will be staged while the one‐way traffic on the existing bridge is
maintained. During the initial stages, and after constructing a temporary access road to the creek bed,
portions of the east and west abutments and retaining walls on the south side of the existing bridge
(upstream) will be built. The superstructure will then be constructed between the two abutments parallel
with the existing bridge. Next, the traffic will be detoured to the new bridge, the existing bridge removed
and the rest of the abutments and wingwalls on the downstream side constructed. During the next stage, the
traffic will be shut down for a few hours to move the bridge a few feet north of its temporary location and to
its final location in the middle of the right‐of‐way. Because of the short, 3.5‐month long construction season
in the creek, the construction of the bridge will take two seasons.
The bridge’s hydraulic opening is adequate for 100‐year flooding events. However, the creek crossing is
located at a peculiar location where, because of a double bend in the course of the creek, the flows erode the
upstream bank next to the west abutment and the opposite bank at the bridge’s east abutment. For this
reason, a wingwall/retaining wall on the upstream west side, an extended wingwall on the upstream east
side and rock slope protection (RSP) at both abutments will be necessary.
A geotechnical program of three borings at the site, lab tests and analyses to assess the bridge abutment
foundations has also been implemented. The investigation revealed the site’s soils to be liquefiable during
the maximum credible earthquake (MCE) to a depth of nearly 50 feet below the road surface. Deep
foundations, in form of cast‐in‐drilled‐hole (CIDH) piles, will be used to support the abutments. Because of
the soil liquefaction potential, and since the new bridge will be the only access structure across the creek for
the residents on the opposite side of the creek, a Structure Approach Slab Type EQ(10) will be constructed at
each abutment to keep the road and bridge open after the MCE.
Three structure types, glulam (wood) arch, prefabricated steel Vierendeel deck truss and concrete arch have
been evaluated, priced and compared. Additionally, for creek bank erosion control at the southwest corner
of the bridge, both a mechanically stabilized embankment (MSE) and a conventional concrete retaining wall
have been considered. Attributes of each bridge and wall type in light of initial and lifecycle costs, ease of
construction, temporary site impacts, longevity and aesthetics were assigned scores. In this comparative
context, steel superstructure with a conventional retaining wall scored the highest, although concrete arch
bridge scored similarly high. Prefabricated steel bridge offers faster and less impacting construction and will
be easier to relocate in the final stage. Any combination of bridge and wall alternates chosen will be made
architecturally of high aesthetic value. The choice of final alternates will be primarily up to the Town.
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UCTION
INTRODU
The existing Meadow Way
W Bridge iss reported to have been coonstructed in 1950s by thee U.S. Army C
Corps
ers over a relatively wide section
s
of San
n Anselmo Crreek at a veryy sharp left ch
hannel bend. The
of Enginee
bridge is primarily
p
mad
de of timber, with few shallow steel be ams used in ttwo of its sup
perstructure sspans.
The substtructure is com
mposed of a series
s
of timb
ber pile extennsion supportts and cap beaams over the
piles. The
e bridge has five
f spans, is approximatel
a
y 70 feet longg and 14 feett wide, and su
upports one
narrow lane of traffic plus
p a narrow
w adjacent ped
destrian pathh, nearly 23 feeet above thee creek bed. IIt
ess and ingresss facility for nearly two doozen homes aacross the creeek from Casccade
serves as the only egre
ere are no briidge as‐built plans
p
availablle, but a Bridgge General Pllan and anoth
her drawing w
with
Drive. The
views of itts supports have been created and sho
own in Appen dix C of this rreport.
This bridgge is in the Naational Bridge
e Inventory (N
NBI) and part of the nation
nal network o
of bridges and
d
roads sup
pported by the
e federal government with
h various proggrams. Throu
ugh Caltrans, the federal
Highway Bridge
B
Prograam (HBP) provvides resourcces for inspecction and documentation o
of the condition of
such bridgges every two
o years, assesssment of the
eir needs and input to address the deficciencies found
d.
Caltrans produces
p
a Brridge Inspection Report (BIR) after eachh inspection aand shares it w
with the local
agencies.
Accordingg to the latestt Caltrans BIR
R
(attached in Appendix D), the bridge has a
Sufficienccy Rating (SR) of 47.5 (out of 100)
and is Fun
nctionally Obssolete (FO) du
ue to its
deck geom
metry. The co
ombination off the two
criteria makes the brid
dge eligible fo
or
nce, Caltrans has
h
replacement. In essen
ed the bridge
e is too narrow
w for
determine
both auto
os and pedesttrians and is not
n
capable of
o carrying staandard vehicu
ular
weights and fire truckss. Additionallly, it has
unsafe raiilings, is laden
n with creoso
ote, has
significantt foundation scour issues at
a one
abutmentt and several piers, and the
e bank
immediattely upstream
m of the bridge
e is eroding in
n the creek. IIn the summeer of 2015 Caaltrans notifieed the
Town abo
out interim re
epairs needed
d to replace a wooden cap beam and th
he split ends o
of several pilees,
which the
e Town complied with at itts own cost. There
T
are alsoo obvious sign
ns of addition
nal deficienciees,
particularrly in referencce to the bridge’s wooden deck.
The structture is not eligible for placcement in the
e National Reggister of Histo
oric Places (N
NRHP), simpliffying
its replace
ement processs.
In a previo
ous public me
eeting and wo
orkshop (Novvember 2013)), attended byy the bridge ssite residentss,
members of the Town Council, the Town Managger and membbers of the To
own’s consultting team, sevveral
hat, as an alte
ernative to rep
placement, thhe feasibility of repairing o
of the existingg
residents requested th
ed as well. To
o fulfill this request, CIC quualitatively invvestigated the condition o
of the
bridge to be considere
our and adjaccent creek bank
existing bridge’s structtural elementts, seismic performance, fooundation sco
c
toxiccity and fire hazard,
h
and fe
easibility of reepairs and thee final appearrance. The
erosion, creosote
executive summary fro
om the assesssment report appears in A
Appendix F of this report.
he condition oof the existingg bridge and its geometry,, a
CIC’s investigation concluded that, because of th
new bridgge deck and substructure framing
f
system will need tto be built aro
ound and through the exissting
bridge forr repairs and, once comple
eted, none of the existing bridge elemeents will be neeeded any lon
nger.
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n awkward an
nd expensive bridge replacement exerccise and
The repairs will in realiity become an
haracter of th
he existing briidge. Additionnally, during tthe subsequeent discussion
ns,
completely alter the ch
c
maintained
m
that the curren
nt funding woould not support studies fo
or and repairss to
Caltrans consistently
the exiting bridge, which the State recognizes
r
eligible for rep lacement onlly. However, tthe State did
s
a one
e‐lane bridge and glulam tiimber as one of the bridgee replacemen
nt options.
agree to support
The above
e facts regard
ding the infeaasibility of rep
pairs and the necessity of b
bridge replacement have b
been
communicated with th
he Town manaagement dire
ectly and the residents through the pro
oject’s outreacch
his report desscribes three bridges typess, made of cooncrete, steel and glulam ttimber, as weell as
efforts. Th
conventio
onal and mech
hanically stab
bilized emban
nkment (MSE ) retaining waalls necessaryy to control th
he
bank erossion immediately adjacent to the bridge
e. Initial and llong‐term maaintenance co
osts of the thrree
bridge typ
pes and conve
entional and MSE retaining walls, as weell as the pross and cons off each alternaate,
have been
n presented to
t aid with the decision maaking processs for an optim
mal bridge and
d wall system
m.
Federal fu
unding of 88.5
5% for Prelim
minary Enginee
ering Phase (including dessign and envirronmental
process) are
a provided by the Highw
way Bridge Pro
ogram (HBP). For construcction, the full cost amounts are
funded byy HBP and Caltrans Toll Cre
edits Program
m. Caltrans iss the state ageency overseeeing the project.
SITE CONSTRAINTS AN
ND STRUCTUR
RE TYPES CON
NSIDERED
Meadow Way Bridge over
o
San Anse
elmo Creek is in a wooded area within tthe town of FFairfax and aw
way
from the town’s
t
urban
n center. The average dailyy traffic (ADTT) is 55, as rep
ported in the 2014 Bridge
Inspection
n Report (BIR
R), projected to
t be 109 in 2034.
2
The exissting bridge iss a one‐lane ffacility. Homes
and privatte properties share property lines with the road’s puublic right‐of‐‐way (ROW). Review of th
he
official, on
n‐file propertty documentss by the team’s licensed la nd surveyors show Meado
ow Way havin
ng a
generally 40‐foot wide
e right‐of‐wayy through the area, shown in the figure below.

Existing Bridgge

40’± Town
T
of Fairfaax ROW

Public and private property
p
liness at the bridgee site
n Anselmo Cre
eek where the flow meandders through two back‐to‐‐back bends. The
The bridge crosses San
first bend is just upstre
eam of the brridge where the high‐stagee flows attackk the west creeek bank and
e area adjacen
nt to Abutme
ent 1 of the brridge. The higgh‐velocity flo
ows then bou
unce to the otther
erode the
side and undermine
u
an
n existing toe wall in the area below thee east abutment (Abutment 2) at the o
other
bridge end. The details of these impacts are sho
own in the neext two exhibiits.
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West bankk erosion areaa
East to e wall
Scour aarea

Creek flo
ow, bank erossion and bridgge abutment scour

Scour

To
oe wall

Scour
S
under fortifications
f
of east abutm
ment, as well as 3.5’± of crreek bed drop
p at Bent 5
Since the bridge is set in its current crossing, the
e above hydraaulic impacts and preventiive mitigation
n for
them will need to be built
b
into the new
n bridge design and its abutments. Early in the p
preliminary deesign
it was deccided that a retaining wall at the upstre
eam west bannk, connectingg with that bridge abutmeent,
wingwallss at the other three cornerrs of the bridgge, and rock rriprap armoriing the abutm
ments and waalls
would be necessary to maintain the
e stability of both
b
the bridgge and its adjjacent emban
nkments.
onsiders optioons and altern
nates for a reetaining wall
Accordinggly, this Bridge Type Selecttion report co
adjacent to
t Abutment 1, and takes into account the riprap prrotection neeeded at both b
bridge abutm
ments.
The current condition of the bridge deck and loccal signage sloows down thee low volumee of auto crossings
mile per hourr crawl at the bridge. The residents preefer this condition and havve insisted on the
to a five‐m
new bridgge remaining a one‐lane sttructure. The
e Town of Fairrfax received a design exceeption from
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Caltrans to build the bridge with one lane as long as the clear distance between the barriers will not be
less than 18 feet.
Because Meadow Way becomes a dead‐ended road after crossing the creek, and there is no other exit
route available for some two dozen homes on the east side of the creek, access must remain available
for both autos and pedestrians during the entire bridge replacement construction period. Parking the
cars on the Cascade side and walking home is not an option if the bridge is not there. This necessitates a
staged construction approach, keeping the existing bridge open to traffic while the new bridge is being
constructed. An option would be to construct the new bridge next to the existing in the first stage and
relocate it to the middle of the road in the subsequent stage, after removing the existing bridge.
The new crossing will be a single‐span bridge resting on two concrete abutments. Based on preliminary
environmental studies, it is understood bridge construction in the creek can only take place after June
30 here and must end by October 15 because of the spawning and migration time for California Central
Cost (CCC) Steelhead fish. This is a substantial reduction of the normal window of April 15 through
October 15 for working in the creek. The lost two and a half month of allowable time pushes the bridge
construction to two seasons. The goal will be to install the bridge in its temporary location during the
first season and complete the project the following year.
Because of tight ROW, bridge construction sequencing at this site will be challenging. The goal is to have
the new bridge be ultimately located in the middle of the existing ROW so that it is the same distance
away from the homes on each side. In this light, CIC has developed a four‐stage process for bridge and
retaining wall construction, described below and shown on the following four pages, which will result in
the new bridge being in the middle of the ROW:
Stage 1A ‐ Maintain traffic on the existing bridge and separate the work area from the traffic with
temporary railing. Construct an access road from Meadow Way to the creek bed at the southwest
quadrant of the bridge location. This access road will sit above the same long upstream retaining wall
that will be protecting Abutment 1 and the creek bank immediately adjacent to the bridge. This road
will be used to transport materials and equipment to and from the creek bed area for construction.
Stage 1B – While maintaining traffic on the exiting bridge, construct the above retaining wall (west
side) and large portions of Abutments 1 and 2 up to the existing bridge, construct the upstream east
wingwall, place rock riprap in front of the abutments and walls and construct the superstructure
approximately one foot away from the existing bridge. Construct a portion of approach slab at each
abutment. (This stage could conclude the end of the first season.)
Stage 2 – Maintaining separation with temporary concrete railing, detour the traffic on to the new
bridge, remove the existing bridge, construct the remaining portions of Abutments 1 and 2, construct
the downstream wingwall at each abutment and finish the protection of the abutments and
wingwalls with rock riprap.
Final Stage – Complete the approach roadway and slab on each side of the bridge while the traffic is
still using the detour. Shut down the traffic temporarily and move the bridge over to its permanent
location as described later in this report. Place the traffic on the new bridge in its permanent
location and complete the rest of the work on the topside and elsewhere. After moving the bridge to
its permanent location, the previous space occupied by it on each abutment seat during Stages 1B
and 2 can be converted to planters. The construction of the bridge in a temporary location and
moving it sideways minimizes the footprint of the abutments.
To accomplish the four stages of work, ROW easement agreements with two residences will be
necessary. The Town has begun a process of information exchange with the two residences on the
south side of the bridge.
Town of Fairfax HBP Bridge Replacement Project
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For the su
uperstructure
e, bridges with
h three typess of materials,, concrete, steel and glulam timber havve
been conssidered. Each
h superstructure type offe
ers its own sett of advantagges and disadvvantages, wh
hich
will be disscussed later.. The supports, or the two concrete abuutments, wou
uld be the sam
me for all threee
alternatess and only the
e superstructure type wou
uld be differe nt. The threee conceptual b
bridge types, as
portrayed
d by the bridgge architect, are
a described and shown bbelow. (Thesee concepts aree also shown in 3‐
D renderings in Appendix A.)

Concrete Arch
A
Bridge Cooncept
ate ‐ The conccrete arch hass been historiically a comm
mon bridge type in Ross Vaalley
Concrete Arch Alterna
and this bridge
b
type will harken bacck to those off a bygone eraa, some of wh
hich have beeen in the Natiional
Register of
o Historic Plaaces (NRHP). The concept shown abovee would be m
made of three main concrette
arch ribs with
w short, slaanted spandrrel columns co
onveying the loads from the bridge decck to the arch
h ribs.
The ribs will
w be conneccted to each other
o
transve
ersely at the aabutments an
nd at two or three other
locations along their le
engths. The concrete
c
bridgge deck woul d be 21’‐6” w
wide, allowingg for a single 12’
wide lane
e, a 5’ wide sid
dewalk, a 1’ wide
w buffer between the laane and sidew
walk and two
o 1‐9” wide
Barriers Type
T
80 with modified
m
Tubular Handrails. The barrierr is open typee, crash‐testeed and approvved
by Caltran
ns, better revealing the cre
eek view as se
een by motorrists and pedeestrians alike. The overall
height of the barrier an
nd handrail would
w
be 4‐6”, as required for bicycle riders’ safety.
This bridgge superstructture will be cast‐in‐place. Falsework, orr temporary ttimber frames that supporrt the
concrete formwork,
f
would be erectted on the cre
eek bed at ceertain intervalls and removeed once the w
wet
concrete has cured and
d attained certain strength
h.
o
types prresented beloow, will have an intrinsic aesthetic value.
This bridgge configuration, like the other
Additionaal beautificatio
on will be ach
hieved througgh architectu ral treatmentt of its concreete abutmentt and
wall surfaaces, as well as
a amenities such
s
as speciaal lighting, oppen barriers and native veggetation planted
on and around the brid
dge. The ped
destrian path on the bridgee would be clearly delineated with strip
ping
along the one‐foot bufffer strip, which will also have raised reeflective pavement markerrs at proper
intervals to
t alert the drivers and pedestrians of the
t two separrate travel zo
ones.
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Steel Vierendeel Deck
D
Truss Brridge Conceptt
Steel Brid
dge Alternate
e – The concept shown abo
ove is a Viere ndeel deck trruss span wheere the structtural
steel fram
ming will be be
elow the travvel way. The deck
d
will be cconcrete and the bridge sp
pan, deck wid
dth,
pedestrian and vehicular separation
n, barriers and handrails, aand the otherr architecturaal and aesthettic
amenitiess will be the same as the co
oncrete arch option descr ibed above.
The truss system will be
b prefabricatted, possibly in two equal halves for thee ease of tran
nsportation to
o the
site, and bolted
b
togeth
her at the site
e before its fu
ull bearing on the abutmen
nt seats. The deck concrette
would be formed and poured after the erection of the truss. TThe structuraal steel may b
be the Corten
n steel
a
reassons, where a superficial laayer of rust iss allowed to d
develop and p
protect the reest of
used for aesthetic
the bridge
e. The steel approach guarrdrail can mattch this look. Alternativelyy, the truss caan be painted
d.

Glulam Tim
mber Bridge C oncept
Townn of Fairfax H
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Glulam Arch Bridge Alternate – The appearance of this alternate, the concept for which is shown on the
previous page, will be similar to concrete alternate, except that the spandrels will be vertical. Three
curved glulam beams will be the main load bearing elements of the superstructure. The bridge span,
width and its other deck characteristics will be the same as the other two alternates.
The curved beams for this alternate will be premanufactured and each delivered to the project in one
piece. Since each beam will be 70 feet long, negotiating the last truck turn onto Meadow Way could be
difficult, if not impossible. However, this can be accomplished with the help of two cranes. The beams
can be lifted after the first truck parks on Cascade Drive, swung about and reloaded onto a second truck
parked on Meadow Way and delivered to the site a hundred feet or so away and unloaded on the bridge
abutments. The wood elements will be treated with modern nontoxic preservatives and connected to
each other with high‐strength galvanized steel hardware.
Moving the Bridge to Final Position (in Final Stage) – A couple of procedures are available to relocate
the bridge constructed in Stage 2 to its location in Final Stage. The first technique will be to lift the
bridge with a crane at each end simultaneously and place it on the bearings positioned for its permanent
location. To do this, the existing bridge has to be crossed by one of the two cranes in advance. The
Contractor will be required to show analysis that the existing bridge can handle the weight of the crane.
Otherwise, the Contractor will be required to fortify and strengthen the existing bridge for the crane
loading. To help minimize the load lifted by the cranes, both barriers on the bridge for Stages 1 and 2
can be temporary ones (Type K) that are bolted down initially and unbolted during the lifting process.
The second way of relocating the bridge may be by hydraulically pushing it sideways. Hydraulic jacks will
be placed on the abutments transversely to work simultaneously and move the bridge into final
position. This may prove to be the better of the two solutions, particularly if the selected alternate is the
heavier concrete superstructure. Special details and bearing elements will be built into the abutments to
make this option workable. Feasibility of each of the two methods will be further studied during design.
To move the bridge, traffic will need to be halted for a few hours, especially if the lifting method is
involved. Emergency vehicles will be located across the creek should the need for emergency treatment
arise. This is similar to a situation envisioned for the one‐lane bridge at Canyon Road a mile or so away
from this site. However, at Canyon Road, even though the bridge would be closed for a few hours, it can
be opened up for an emergency crossing any time, if needed. Once the Meadow Way Bridge is lifted, no
crossing would be possible until the bridge is put back down. Two solutions to address this are available:
1. Specify the sideways jacking option only. In this case, the bridge would not be lifted off the
abutment and emergency vehicles can cross as the creek over the bridge, if need be, while the
sideways jacking operations are underway.
2. Use the lifting option, but be prepared to set the bridge back down immediately for an emergency
crossing. The bridge will be lifted just a couple of inches off its temporary bearing pads to move it
a few feet sideways to its permanent location. The lifting will be done from all four corners of the
bridge, with the two corners at each end lifted with the same crane. Lifting cables attached to the
two corners at each end will rise up vertically and be attached to a 25’‐long horizontal steel beam
parallel with, and well above, the roadway. The crane will then lift the beam, creating a “gate” at
each end for the emergency vehicle to drive through after quickly setting the bridge back down.
Bridge General Plan ‐ A tentative Bridge General Plan is exhibited on the following page, showing a
concrete arch bridge for illustration purposes only. The choice of the bridge type will be up to the Town
of Fairfax first and the residents in the neighborhood of the bridge. This Bridge Type Selection report
will later present initial costs, lifecycle costs and a pros and cons matrix, with numbers (1 to 10) assigned
to reflect the value of each factor and an overall score to aid with the decision making process.
Town of Fairfax HBP Bridge Replacement Project
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THE RETA
AINING WALL AT SOUTHW
WEST QUADRA
ANT AND OTH
HER WALLS A
ATTACHED TO
O THE BRIDGEE
For this re
etaining struccture, required by the project to prevennt the erosion
n of the bank into the creeek,
two typess of walls have been consid
dered: conventional and m
mechanically sstabilized em
mbankment (M
MSE)
retaining walls. The fo
ormer wall will be the canttilevered conccrete retainin
ng wall that siits on top of a
us footing and
d piles. The MSE
M wall conssists of a relattively thin faccing element cconnected to
o
continuou
layers of reinforcemen
r
nt buried in th
he soil behind
d the facing. TThe reinforcement can be strips of
galvanized
d steel, steel bar mats or carbon
c
fiber mats.
m
When tthe soil pressu
ure behind th
he facing push
hes
into it, the
e friction and
d grip between the reinforccement and ssoil prevents the facing fro
om toppling o
over,
hence a re
etaining syste
em is created. Since the length of the reeinforcementt can be as long as the walll is
high, the initial excavation footprintt of an MSE wall
w is larger tthan that of a conventionaal wall.
The MSE wall
w is constructed after excavating the
e ground all thhe way down
n to bottom o
of the wall, in this
case the creek
c
bed leve
el, and constrructing it back up in 2‐foott lifts, having placed mats of reinforcem
ment
in each layer, bolted to
o stacks of vertical facing elements.
e
Deppending on th
he wall heigh
ht and length, MSE
mically feasible and better conducive too greening. Note the MSE wall will onlyy be
walls are more econom
or the long re
etaining wall at
a the southw
west quadrantt of the projeect and the otther three bridge
feasible fo
wingwallss are neither feasible
f
as MSEs, nor can the
t excavatioons be accommodated duee to tight ROW
W.
MSE wallss are good in seismic regio
ons, such as th
he Bay Area, aas the wall m
moves and gives with seism
mic
movemen
nts and dissipates energy. Both the con
nventional annd MSE wall tyypes can havee green (plan
nted)
or archite
ecturally attraactive facadess. The wall su
urfaces will ei ther be architecturally treeated using
formliners that will sho
ow architectu
ural relief or texture
t
after tthe forms aree stripped, orr set up to sup
pport
ps of the four walls, each cconnecting to a corner of tthe
planting that will coverr the wall surface. The top
bridge, will be stepped
d and have sp
pecial cable raailings for fall protection. TThree architectural wall
w, and in 3‐D pperspective in
n Appendix A.
treatmentt concepts haave been pressented below
The choice of wall type
e, and whethe
er it will be a green wall, w
will be up to tthe Town Cou
uncil and the
residents.. A pros and cons matrix for
f both wall types
t
is preseented for the walls later in
n this report.
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TEMPORA
ARY ACCESS ROAD
R
CONSTTRUCTION
Building the access roaad and the lon
ng retaining wall
w at the so uthwest bridgge quadrant w
will be the firrst
c
after which the Stage 1 ab
butments (weest and east), one wingwall (upstream,
order of construction,
east), riprrap and otherr features can
n be constructted. In this p roject, constrruction of thee access road in
combination with an MSE
M versus a conventional
c
bed below.
wall will takee form differeently, describ
To build the road with an MSE, excaavations will be
b made, from
m the existing roadway levvel at the
southwesst corner of th
he existing bridge to the crreek bed, proogressing soutth to the end of the wall. The
width of the
t excavation will be the same as its depth, decreassing as the wall gets shortter. The red line on
Stage 1A plan view (paage 9) represe
ents the vertical surface inn the back of tthe excavated
d space, being
nearly 25 feet deep at the existing bridge
b
and a few
f feet deepp at the south
h end of the w
wall. This verttical
surface will
w need to be
e held in place
e temporarilyy with soil nai ls, some of w
which will prottrude under tthe
adjacent private
p
prope
erty. (This is one
o of the tem
mporary easeement items n
negotiated wiith the neighb
bor.)
To build this high vertical surface, shallow excavations, aboutt 4‐feet deep,, are made from the top and
milarly, the fu
ull depth is exxcavated in 4’’ deep subseq
quent increments
held backk with a set off soil nails. Sim
and stabillized with soil nails, ultimaately resultingg in a stable, ccontinuous an
nd deep vertiical face.
Subseque
ently, a two‐tier MSE wall will
w be constrructed with tw
wo‐foot deep
p lifts of backffill, interlaid w
with
steel matss of reinforce
ement stretch
hing from the face of the w
wall to the bacck of the excaavation. A cro
oss
section off the two‐tierr wall near the
e beginning of
o the access rroad is shown
n below. The lower tier
representts the final rettaining wall at
a this location and the uppper tier will b
be a temporarry MSE wall to
o
carry the Contractor’s equipment and vehicles down
d
to the c reek level.

Soil Nail, Typ.

Sloped
d
finish
Permanen
nt
wall

Permaanent and tem
mporary MSEE walls at the bridge southwest quadran
nt
ompleted, the top tier can
n be either lefft in place forr the private p
property own
ner’s
Once construction is co
use, or removed and th
he ground contour‐graded
d (shown withh a red‐dotted line in the aabove exhibitt).
This choicce will be negotiated with the property owner.
Alternativvely, the long retaining wall in this quad
drant may be a chosen as a conventional cantilever
concrete wall
w on a con
ntinuous footiing and a series of piles. TTo build the co
onventional w
wall, sloped eearth
fill reachin
ng the creek bed
b will first be added to the
t side of th e existing em
mbankment to
o put the incliined
access roaad on. Once access to cree
ek bed is achieved, a verti cal surface in
n the back of tthe future waall
footing will be excavatted, using soill nails to supp
port the accesss road abovee. Next, cast‐‐in‐drilled‐hole
he wall backfilled.
(CIDH) piles, the concrete footing and the wall are constructeed and the space behind th
HBP Bridge Reeplacement P
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This wall will
w have the same height and alignmen
nt as the MSEE. The final trreatment of tthe area abovve the
wall will be
b similar to that
t
described
d for the MSEE; either the aaccess road iss removed and the ground
d
contour‐ggraded, or the
e road is left in place, as aggreed upon d uring negotiaations with th
he owner.

Te
emporary em
mbankment an
nd final conve
entional retai ning wall at tthe southwesst quadrant
GEOTECH
HNICAL FACTO
ORS ASSOCIA
ATED WITH TH
HE BRIDGE SITTE
The team’s geotechniccal engineer drilled
d
a total three boringss at the site tto study the ssoil layers and
d
eir feasibility for bridge fou
undations. Initially, two boorings, 50 feeet deep near eeach future
assess the
abutmentt, were drilled
d. Structurallyy speaking, th
he geotechniccal engineer’ss job consists of two
interrelated responsibilities: make recommenda
r
ations for the foundations of the bridgee and provide
dge.
specific paarameters for seismic desiign of the brid
The project site is located within the seismically active San Frrancisco Bay R
Region wheree numerous small
h
occurred
d in historical times. The m
most notable sseismic eventt is the earthq
quake
to large earthquakes have
8, 1906 on the San Andreaas Fault (Richtter Magnitud e 8.2). The Saan Andreas Faault is the nearest
of April 18
known active fault to the
t project sitte at a distance of approxi mately 5.6 m
miles. Significaant seismic evvents
ding the Hayw
ward and Rogers Creek fau
ults.
have also occurred on other nearbyy faults includ
The analyysis showed th
he soil layers were liquefiaable under th e Maximum C
Credible Even
nt (MCE) seism
mic
event. Based on the creek bed elevaation being 20 feet or so bbelow the roaadway surfacee, the top 30’’ of
elow the cree
ek bed are deemed liquefiaable. Liquefacction occurs w
when the fou
undation mateerials
the soil be
are made up of loose sandy
s
or gravelly soils coexxisting with a n active grou
und water. Du
uring the MCE,
the groun
nd shakings pu
ush the water table througgh these loosse soils and crreate a “quickksand” condittion
undergrou
und. Miller Pacific
P
returne
ed to the site for a deeperr third boring to see the deepth at what tthe
liquefiable
e soil layer stops for prope
er bridge and wall foundattion assessmeents and reco
ommendation
ns.
The found
dations of the
e bridge abutments and th
he long conveentional retain
ning wall will need to be p
placed
on pilings that penetraate well beyon
nd the 30‐foo
ot deep liqueffiable layer in
nto stiff soils o
or rock.
Conclusio
ons from the most
m recent Uniform
U
Califo
ornia Earthquuake Rupturee Forecast (UC
CERF) indicatee the
highest prrobability of an
a earthquakke of magnitude 6.7 or highher in the reggion by 2045 is assigned to
o the
San Andre
eas Fault. The
e predicted pe
eak ground acceleration (PPGA) at the p
project site ranges from 0.3
35g
to 0.55g. By the time the rock acceleration reach
hes the surfacce where the bridge is locaated, the forcces ae
attenuate
ed by the laye
ers of soil to much
m
higher levels, almostt 1.35g, as sho
own in the fo
ollowing exhib
bit
where acccelerations arre plotted in relationship
r
to
t the period of bridge vib
brations.
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The single
e span bridge considered in this report has certain seeismic advanttages. The ab
butments aree
semi‐buried and the so
oil behind the
em dampens the
t bridge m ovements an
nd resists the seismic pushing of
i
the soil. Absence of exposed
e
colum
mns reduces structural seiismic vulnerability. The seeismic
the span into
design challenge for th
his bridge is to
o predict the longitudinal sseismic moveement of the superstructure
orizontal abutment seat su
urface upon w
which the spaan ends will reest. Since thee
and provide enough ho
er the approach roadways will remain liiquefiable, a tten‐foot longg seismic apprroach slab at each
soils unde
end of the
e bridge will be
b needed to maintain the
e drive to andd from the briidge after a m
major event.
FLOW CAPAC
BRIDGE HYDRAULICS,
H
CITY AND FISH PASSAGE
Hydraulically, the bridgge waterway opening is re
elatively largee and adequatte. The 1977 Flood Insuran
nce
Study indicates that th
he Meadow Way
W Bridge de
eck would nott be overtopp
ped by the theen estimated
d 500‐
year flood
d and it was not
n overtoppe
ed during the December 3 1, 2005 flood
d. High‐waterr marks colleccted
in the vicinity of the brridge after thiis event were
e between 6.55 and 8.0 feett above the channel bed.
ulic engineerss have predictted the high fflow elevations to be 141.4 and
The team’s hydrologistts and hydrau
141.8 feett for 50‐ and 100‐year storrms, respectivvely. The briddge will be deesigned so thaat its soffit
(underside) clears the 100‐year flow
w and passes the 50‐year fflood with tw
wo feet of freeeboard, which
h in
this case will
w be the co
ontrolling desiign elevation (143.4 ‘). Connsidering thee bridge deck is at the elevation
155’, this leaves over 11
1 feet for strructure depth
h, which is pleenty adequatee for any brid
dge type seleccted.
The creekk bottom at th
he site is natu
ural and not covered
c
by cooncrete or a fiish ladder structure. Seveeral
studies haave been conducted by the
e firms of Rosss Taylor and Associates ass well as Mich
hael Love and
d
Associates on the fish barriers in the watershed’s creeks. Thee Meadow W
Way Bridge sitee is not in theese
ecause of the
e width of the
e creek and itss natural creeek bed here p
pose no fish p
passage issuess.
reports be
UTILITIES
m lines, as weell as undergrround gas, waater,
Utilities present are ovverhead electtric, telephone and telecom
d storm drain
n systems, sho
own on the fo
ollowing pagee. CIC has preeviously begun
n the coordin
nation
sewer and
process with
w all existin
ng utility owne
ers and, afterr Bridge Type Selection, will identify thee specifics of
relocation
n during construction while maintainingg service, as w
well as housin
ng few utilitiees in the bridgge.
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REPORT CONCLUSIONS
The condition of the existing Meadow Way Bridge makes repairs to it infeasible. Another approach,
such as placing a railroad car over, on in place of, the exiting bridge, has also been ruled out. Such
structural element will need reliable supports in the form of deep foundations because of ground
liquefaction problem and a temporary bridge will be needed, requiring its own abutments and deep
foundations, all adding to the cost. Replacing the bridge and addressing the bank erosion problems
are the only sensible and feasible long‐term solutions.
Bridge Replacement Type Evaluation ‐ The bridge types described earlier, concrete, steel and wood,
have been priced for both initial cost and lifecycle (long‐term maintenance) cost. The costs of
different wall type for the southwest quadrant wall are also presented. The detailed breakdown of
the costs are presented in Appendix B and include roadway improvement costs, as well as the
standard 15% for construction engineering (CE) and 25% for contingency (Cont) amounts.
Bridge Type

Concrete Arch

Steel Truss

Glulam Wood Arch

Retaining
Wall Type

Conventional

MSE

Conventional

MSE

Conventional

MSE

Initial Cost,
CON+Cont+CE

$2,747,000

$2,334,000

$2,860,000

$2,447,000

$2,961,000

$2,547,000

*PW 50‐Year
Lifecycle Cost

$56,000

$71,000

$372,000

$387,000

$362,000

$377,000

Total Present
Worth Cost
(rounded)

$2,803,000

$2,405,000

$3,232,000

$2,834,000

$3,323,000

$2,924,000

Unitized
Relative to
Least Costly
Alternate

117%

100%

134%

118%

138%

122%

*PW = Present Worth
Initial construction costs have a 38% maximum swing between the concrete arch bridge with an MSE
wall (lowest) and the glulam bridge alternate with a conventional wall (highest). This is because
concrete is the staple bridge construction material in California, fetching lowest bids, and arch glulam
is a highly specialized material for a bridge of this span length, requiring special order and
manufacturing.
Initial and lifecycle costs, as well as four other factors listed below, should be the minimum criteria
considered in the type selection process. The table below assigns values of 1 to 10 (10 being the most
desirable) to the various factors affecting the bridge. The maximum possible overall score is 60.
Bridge Type

Initial
Cost

Lifecycle
Cost

Ease of
Construction

Temporary
Site Impacts

Longevity

Aesthetics

Total
Score

Concrete Arch

10

10

8

8

10

10

56

Steel Truss

9

8

10

10

9

10

56

Glulam Arch

8

8

9

9

8

10

52
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Retaining Wall Type Evaluation ‐ A similar matrix has been created for the wall at the southwest
project quadrant. The four candidates are MSE wall, green MSE wall, conventional wall and green
conventional wall. Green walls have been considered because of the project’s context and the
potential desire to blend this relatively large wall in the natural setting. Such greening should be done
using native, noninvasive plants. While both the MSE and conventional walls can be designed to be
green, maintenance and takeover by invasive plants can influence the future of the wall. To be sure,
the non‐green walls will be architecturally treated for high aesthetic value. The same six factors used
for the bridge alternates are reflected in the scoring of the wall alternates in the following table.
Wall Type

Initial
Cost

Lifecycle
Cost

Ease of
Construction

Temporary
Site Impacts

Longevity

Aesthetics

Total
Score

MSE Wall with
Architectural
Treatment

10

9

9

8

9

9

56

Green MSE
Wall

9

8

9

8

9

10

53

Conventional
Wall with
Architectural
Treatment

9

10

10

10

10

9

58

Green
Conventional
Wall

8

9

9

10

10

10

56

In conclusion, all three bridge alternates considered are feasible, reasonable and fundable, although
the steel or concrete superstructure with a conventional retaining wall appear to garner the highest
overall scores. Because of the impacts of cast‐in‐place concrete construction on the site, the speed of
prefabricated steel construction and the relative ease of moving it to its ultimate location (in Final
Stage), steel superstructure may be the best alternate. This fact is especially validated since initial
costs and lifecycle costs are currently covered by federal HBP programs for bridge replacement and
BPMP.
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Appendix A
3‐D Renderings of the New Bridge and Retaining Wall Concepts
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Con
ncrete Arch Su
uperstructuree Perspective

Steel Supersstructure Persspective
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Glulam
G
Superrstructure Pe rspective

Sccheme 1 Wall Treatment PPerspective
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Sccheme 2 Wall Treatment PPerspective

Sccheme 3 Wall Treatment PPerspective
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Appendix B
Project Cost Details for Various Alternates
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Meadow Way Bridge – 21’‐6” x 70' Single‐Span Concrete Arch Bridge with MSE Retaining Wall
Construction Cost Estimate

Item Description
Structure Conc, Bridge superstructure
Structure Conc, Bridge substructure
Structure Conc, Bridge Footing
Bar Reinforcing Steel
24" CIDH Piling
Structure Excavation (Bridge)
Structure Backfill (Bridge)
Joint Seal (MR=1")
Structural Conc Approach Slab Type EQ (10)
Concrete Barrier Type 80
Miscellaneous Metal
Metal Beam Guard Rail
Tubular hand railing
Rock Slope Protection (1/4 Ton, Method B)
Move Bridge to Final Alignment
Existing Bridge Removal
Water Diversion
Furnish & Install street Lights
Access Road (Earthwork)
Furnish & Install MSE Wall
Cable Railing
Temporary Railing (Type K)
Utility Relocation
Storm Drain System
Traffic Control
Approach Roadway
Vegetation Restoration
Subtotal 1
Mobilization
Subtotal 2 (CON)
Use for CON
Contingency (25%)
Construction Engineering (15%)
Grand Total
Bridge CON
MSE Wall
Road CON
Total CON

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Item Cost

81
91
56
45,500
900
221
83
43
17
140
350
110
140
500
1
1
1
4
250
3600
146
300
1
1
1
1
1

CY
CY
CY
LB
LF
CY
CY
LF
CY
LF
LB
LF
LF
CY
LS
LS
LS
EA
CY
SF
LF
LF
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$1,000
$800
$450
$3
$150
$100
$150
$50
$1,500
$125
$10
$25
$80
$300
$30,000
$50,000
$30,000
$50,000
$100
$65
$20
$50
$60,000
$15,000
$25,000
$100,000
$15,000

$81,000
$72,800
$25,200
$136,500
$135,000
$22,100
$12,450
$2,150
$25,500
$17,500
$3,500
$2,750
$11,200
$150,000
$30,000
$50,000
$30,000
$200,000
$25,000
$234,000
$2,920
$15,000
$60,000
$15,000
$25,000
$100,000
$15,000
$1,499,570
$166,619
$1,666,189
$1,667,000
$416,750
$250,050
$2,333,800

$1,119,611
$291,022
$255,556
$1,666,189
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Meadow Way Bridge – 21’‐6” x 70' Single‐Span Concrete Arch with Conventional Retaining Wall
Construction Cost Estimate

Item Description

Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

Item Cost

Structure Conc, Bridge superstructure
Structure Conc, Bridge substructure
Structure Conc, Bridge Footing
Bar Reinforcing Steel
24" CIDH Piling
Structure Excavation (Bridge)
Structure Backfill (Bridge)
Joint Seal (MR=1")
Structural Conc Approach Slab Type EQ (10)
Concrete Barrier Type 80
Miscellaneous Metal
Metal Beam Guard Rail
Tubular hand railing
Rock Slope Protection (1/4 Ton, Method B)
Move Bridge to Final Alignment
Existing Bridge Removal
Water Diversion
Furnish & Install street Lights
Access Road (Earthwork)
Temporary Shoring
Structure Conc, Retaining Wall
Bar Reinf steel (Retaining Wall)
Structure Excavation (Retaining Wall)
Structure Backfill (Retaining Wall)
24" CIDH Piling (Retaining Wall)
Cable Railing
Temporary Railing (Type K)
Utility Relocation
Storm Drain System
Traffic Control
Approach Roadway
Vegetation Restoration
Subtotal 1
Mobilization
Subtotal 2 (CON)
Use for CON
Contingency (25%)
Construction Engineering (15%)
Grand Total

81
91
56
45,500
900
221
83
43
17
140
350
110
140
500
1
1
1
4
150
4040
175
17,500
75
65
2,000
146
300
1
1
1
1
1

CY
CY
CY
LB
LF
CY
CY
LF
CY
LF
LB
LF
LF
CY
LS
LS
LS
EA
CY
SF
CY
LB
CY
CY
LF
LF
LF
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$1,000.00
$800.00
$450.00
$3.00
$150.00
$100.00
$150.00
$50.00
$1,500.00
$125.00
$10.00
$25.00
$80.00
$300.00
$30,000.00
$50,000.00
$30,000.00
$50,000.00
$75.00
$17.00
$450.00
$3.00
$80.00
$120.00
$150.00
$20.00
$50.00
$60,000.00
$15,000.00
$25,000.00
$100,000.00
$15,000.00

$81,000
$72,800
$25,200
$136,500
$135,000
$22,100
$12,450
$2,150
$25,500
$17,500
$3,500
$2,750
$11,200
$150,000
$30,000
$50,000
$30,000
$200,000
$11,250
$68,680
$78,750
$52,500
$6,000
$7,800
$300,000
$2,920
$15,000
$60,000
$15,000
$25,000
$100,000
$15,000
$1,765,550
$196,172
$1,961,722
$1,962,000
$490,500
$294,300
$2,746,800

Bridge CON
Retaining Wall CON
Road CON
Total CON

$1,119,611
$586,556
$255,556
$1,961,722
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Meadow Way Bridge ‐ 21'‐6" x 70' Single‐Span Steel Bridge with Conventional Retaining Wall
Construction Cost Estimate

Structure Conc, Bridge superstructure
Structure Conc, Bridge substructure
Structure Conc, Bridge Footing
Bar Reinforcing Steel Bridge
24" CIDH Piling
Structure Excavation (Bridge)
Structure Backfill (Bridge)
Joint Seal (MR=1")
Structural Conc Approach Slab Type EQ (10)
Prefabricated Steel Vierendeel Truss Bridge
Lift & Erect Bridge
Concrete Barrier Type 80
Metal Beam Guard Rail
Tubular hand railing
Furnish & Install street Lights
Move Bridge to Final Alignment
Water Diversion
Bridge Removal
Rock Slope Protection (1/4 Ton, Method B)
Access Road (Earthwork)
Temporary Shoring
Structure Conc, Retaining Wall
Bar Reinf steel (Retaining Wall)
Structure Excavation (Retaining Wall)
Structure Backfill (Retaining Wall)
24" CIDH Piling (Retaining Wall)
Cable Railing
Temporary Railing (Type K)
Utility Relocation
Storm Drian System
Traffic Control
Approach Roadway
Vegetation Restoration
Subtotal 1
Mobilization
subtotal 2 (CON)
Use for CON
Contingency 25%
Const Engineering
Grand Total
Bridge CON
Retaining Wall CON
Road CON
Total CON

Quantity
43
91
56
23,750
900
193
115
43
17
1
1
80
110
160
4
1
1
1
1000
150
4040
175
17,500
75
65
2,000
146
300
1
1
1
1
1

Unit
CY
CY
CY
LB
LF
CY
CY
LF
CY
LS
LS
LF
LF
LF
EA
LS
LS
LS
CY
CY
SF
CY
LB
CY
CY
LF
LF
LF
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

Unit Price
$600
$800
$450
$3
$150
$100
$100
$30
$600
$180,000
$50,000
$125
$25
$60
$50,000
$50,000
$30,000
$50,000
$120
$75
$17
$450
$3
$80
$120
$150
$20
$50
$60,000
$15,000
$25,000
$100,000
$15,000

Item Cost
$25,800
$72,800
$25,200
$71,250
$135,000
$19,300
$11,500
$1,290
$10,200
$180,000
$50,000
$10,000
$2,750
$9,600
$200,000
$50,000
$30,000
$50,000
$120,000
$11,250
$68,680
$78,750
$52,500
$6,000
$7,800
$300,000
$2,920
$15,000
$60,000
$15,000
$25,000
$100,000
$15,000
$1,832,590
$203,621
$2,036,211
$2,043,000
$510,750
$306,450
$2,860,200

$1,194,099
$586,555
$255,556
$2,036,210
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Meadow Way Bridge ‐ 21'‐6" x 70' Single‐Span Steel Bridge with MSE Retaining wall
Construction Cost Estimate
Quantity Unit
Unit Price
Structure Conc, Bridge superstructure
43
CY
$600.00
Structure Conc, Bridge substructure
91
CY
$800.00
Structure Conc, Bridge Footing
56
CY
$450.00
Bar Reinf steel (super)
23,750
LB
$3.00
24" CIDH Piling
900
LF
$150.00
Structure Excavation (Bridge)
193
CY
$100.00
Structure Backfill (Bridge)
115
CY
$100.00
Joint Seal (MR=1")
43
LF
$30.00
Structural Conc Approach Slab Type EQ (10)
17
CY
$600.00
Prefabricated Steel Vierendeel Truss Bridge, erect at site
1
LS
$180,000.00
Lift & Erect Bridge
1
LS
$50,000.00
Concrete Barrier Type 80
140
LF
$125.00
Metal Beam Guard Rail
110
LF
$25.00
Tubular hand railing
160
LF
$60.00
Furnish & Install street Lights
4
EA
$50,000.00
Move Bridge to Final Alignment
1
LS
$50,000.00
Water Diversion
1
LS
$30,000.00
Bridge Removal
1
LS
$50,000.00
Rock Slope Protection (1/4 Ton, Method B)
1000
CY
$120.00
Access Road (Earthwork)
250
CY
$100.00
Furnish & Install MSE
3600
SF
$65.00
Cable Railing
146
LF
$20.00
Temporary Railing (Type K)
300
LF
$50.00
Utility Relocation
1
LS
$60,000.00
Storm Drian System
1
LS
$15,000.00
Traffic Control
1
LS
$25,000.00
Approach Roadway
1
LS
$100,000.00
Vegetation Restoration
1
LS
$15,000.00
Subtotal 1
Mobilization
subtotal 2 (CON)
Use for CON
Contingency 25%
Const Engineering
Grand Total
Bridge CON
$1,202,433
MSE Wall CON
$291,022
Road CON
$255,556
Total CON
$1,749,011

Item Cost
$25,800
$72,800
$25,200
$71,250
$135,000
$19,300
$11,500
$1,290
$10,200
$180,000
$50,000
$17,500
$2,750
$9,600
$200,000
$50,000
$30,000
$50,000
$120,000
$25,000
$234,000
$2,920
$15,000
$60,000
$15,000
$25,000
$100,000
$15,000
$1,574,110
$174,901
$1,749,011
$1,748,000
$437,000
$262,200
$2,447,200
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Meadow Way Bridge ‐ 21'‐6" x 70' Single‐Span Arch Glulam Wood with Conventional retaining Wall
Construction Cost Estimate
Item Description
Quantity
Unit
Unit Price
Item Cost
Structural Concrete, Bridge
43
CY
$600.00
$25,800
Structure Conc, Bridge substructure
91
CY
$800.00
$72,800
Structure Conc, Bridge Footing
56
CY
$450.00
$25,200
Bar Reinf steel Bridge
23,750
LB
$3.00
$71,250
24" CIDH Piling
900
LF
$150.00
$135,000
Structure Excavation (Bridge)
193
CY
$100.00
$19,300
Structure Backfill (Bridge)
115
CY
$150.00
$17,250
Joint Seal (MR=1")
43
LF
$50.00
$2,150
Structural Conc Approach Slab Type EQ (10)
17
CY
$1,500.00
$25,500
Concrete Barrier Type 80
140
LF
$125.00
$17,500
Furnish Glulam Girders 12 x 42 (70' span)
10
EA
$21,500.00
$215,000
Furnish Glulam Stringer (70')
5
EA
$3,715.00
$18,575
Install 6 3/4 x 18 spandrels
1
LS
$8,000.00
$8,000
Erect Glulam Girders
10
EA
$1,000.00
$10,000
Erect Glulam Stringer
5
EA
$500.00
$2,500
Miscellaneous Metal
350
LB
$10.00
$3,500
Metal Beam Guard Rail
110
LF
$25.00
$2,750
Bridge Removal
1
LS
$50,000.00
$50,000
Tubular hand railing
140
LF
$80.00
$11,200
Move Bridge to Final Alignment
1
LS
$30,000.00
$30,000
Rock Slope Protection (1/4 Ton, Method B)
500
CY
$300.00
$150,000
Water Diversion
1
LS
$30,000.00
$30,000
Furnish & Install Street Lights
4
EA
$50,000
$ 200,000
Access Road (Earthwork)
150
CY
$75.00
$11,250
Temporary Shoring
4040
SF
$17.00
$68,680
Structure Conc, Retaining Wall
175
CY
$450.00
$78,750
Bar Reinf steel (Retaining Wall)
17,500
LB
$3.00
$52,500
Structure Excavation (Retaining Wall)
75
CY
$80.00
$6,000
Structure Backfill (Retaining Wall)
65
CY
$120.00
$7,800
24" CIDH Piling (Retaining Wall)
2,000
LF
$150.00
$300,000
Cable Railing
146
LF
$20.00
$2,920
Tomporary Railing (Type K)
300
LF
$50.00
$15,000
Storm Drain System
1
LS
$60,000.00
$60,000
Utility Relocation
1
LS
$15,000.00
$15,000
Traffic Control
1
LS
$25,000.00
$25,000
Approach Roadway
1
LS
$100,000.00
$100,000
Vegetation Restoration
1
LS
$15,000.00
$15,000
Subtotal 1
$1,901,175
Mobilization
$211,242
Subtotal 2 (CON)
$2,112,417
Use for CON
$2,115,000
Contingency 25%
$528,750
Construction Engineering (CE) 15%
$317,250
Grand Total
$2,961,000
Br CON
$1,270,306
Ret Wall CON
$586,555
Road CON
$255,556
Tot CON
$2,112,416
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Meadow Way Bridge ‐ 21'‐6" x 70' Single‐Span Arch Wood Bridge with MSE Retaining wall
Construction Cost Estimate
Item Description
Quantity
Unit
Unit Price
Item Cost
Structural Concrete, Bridge
43
CY
$600.00
$ 25,800
Structure Conc, Bridge Footing
91
CY
$800.00
$ 72,800
Bar Reinf steel Bridge
56
CY
$450.00
$ 25,200
24" CIDH Piling
23,750
LB
$3.00
$ 71,250
Structure Excavation (Bridge)
900
LF
$150.00
$ 135,000
Structure Backfill (Bridge)
193
CY
$100.00
$ 19,300
Joint Seal (MR=1")
115
CY
$150.00
$ 17,250
Structural Conc Approach Slab Type EQ (10)
43
LF
$50.00
$
2,150
Concrete Barrier Type 80
140
CY
$125.00
$ 17,500
Furnish Glulam Girders 12 x 42 (70' span)
70
LF
$150.00
$ 10,500
Furnish Glulam Stringer (70')
10
EA
$21,500.00
$ 215,000
Install 6 3/4 x 18 spandrels
5
EA
$3,715.00
$ 18,575
Erect Glulam Girders
1
LS
$8,000.00
$
8,000
Erect Glulam Stringer
10
EA
$1,000.00
$ 10,000
Miscellaneous Metal
5
EA
$500.00
$
2,500
Metal Beam Guard Rail
350
LB
$10.00
$
3,500
Bridge Removal
110
LF
$25.00
$
2,750
Tubular hand railing
1
LS
$50,000.00
$ 50,000
Drive sheetpiling
140
LF
$80.00
$ 11,200
Rock Slope Protection (1/4 Ton, Method B)
1
LS
$30,000.00
$ 30,000
Move Bridge to Final Alignment
500
CY
$300.00
$ 150,000
Water Diversion
1
LS
$30,000.00
$ 30,000
Furnish & Install Street Lights
4
EA
$50,000
$ 200,000
Access Road (Earthwork)
250
CY
$100
$25,000.00
Furnish & Install MSE
3600
SF
$65
$ 234,000
Cable railing
146
LF
$20
$
2,920
Tomporary Railing (Type K)
300
LF
$50
$ 15,000
Storm Drain System
1
LS
$60,000
$ 60,000
Utility Relocation
1
LS
$15,000
$ 15,000
Traffic Control
1
LS
$25,000
$ 25,000
Approach Roadway
1
LS
$100,000
$ 100,000
Vegetation Restoration
1
LS
$15,000
$ 15,000
Subtotal 1
$1,620,195
Mobilization
$ 180,022
Subtotal 2 (CON)
$1,800,217
Use for CON
$1,819,000
Contingency 25%
$ 454,750
Construction Engineering (CE) 15%
$ 272,850
Grand Total
$2,546,600
Br CON
$1,253,639
Ret Wall CON
$291,022
Road CON
$255,556
Tot CON
$1,800,217
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Appendix C
Post‐Construction Bridge As‐Built Drawings for the Existing Bridge
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Appendix D
Existing Bridge’s 2014 and 2015 Bridge Inspection Reports (BIRs)
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Appendix E
Existing Bridge Photos
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Photto 1. Bridge Deck
D
‐ Looking east on brid
dge showing 2xdeck runneer planks and wood railingg

Photo 2. Bridge Deckk – Closer view
w of 2xdeck runner plankss (note the ho
orizontal checcks on the plaanks)
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Photo 3. Bridge Superstructure – Sh
howing 2x6 deck
d
planks, 44x12 stringer and 12x12 beent cap adjacent
abutmentt.

Photo 4. Bridge Superstructure and
d Substructure – View undder bridge loo
oking up at strringers, bent cap
and wood
d piling.
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d Substructure – View undder bridge loo
oking up at strringers/steel
Photo 5. Bridge Superstructure and
ent cap and wood
w
piling.
beams, be

nder bridge loooking up at sstringers/steeel beams, ben
nt cap
Photo 6. Bridge Superstructure – Closer view un
and wood
d piling.
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w looking sou
utheast towa rds bridge showing wood piling and braacing.
Photo 7. Bridge Substrructure – View

Photo 8. Brid
dge Substructture – View lo
ooking at woooden pile braacing using thru‐bolts.
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Photo 9. Bridge Substructure – View below brid
dge looking sooutheast towaards bridge p
pier and abutm
ment.
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Appendix F
Executive Summary from Existing Meadow Way Bridge Assessment Report
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Executive Summary – Existing Meadow Way Bridge Assessment Report
Meadow Way Bridge is a wooden trestle‐type bridge constructed in early 1950s. The primarily 5‐span
bridge is made up of timber and steel beams supporting a wooden deck resting on five sets of three
driven timber pile extension bents. There are no bridge record drawings, geotechnical report or
hydraulic report from the original design available on file. However, a visual inventory of the bridge’s
super‐ and substructure elements has been performed, measurements taken and an “as‐built” Bridge
General Plan and a second sheet of support details have been prepared and included.
The bridge has a Sufficiency Rating (SR) of 47.5 and is Functionally Obsolete (FO). Visual observations of
the bridge, three new geotechnical borings, Caltrans Bridge Inspection Reports (BIRs) and previous
bridge investigations, such as the 2010 Scour Plan of Action Report (POA), have been utilized to compile
this assessment. The purpose of this study was to qualitatively assess the condition of the bridge and
determine whether the current HBP funds can be redirected to make repairs to address the deficiencies
cost‐effectively. The current structural conditions and the repairs and services are summarized below:
1. In order to repair the existing bridge a temporary bridge will need to be erected parallel to it.
2. The bridge deck is approximately 14 feet wide with a net travelway of 10 feet, which result in the
FO condition. To address this deficiency, the bridge deck has to be removed and replaced with a
concrete or steel grid deck accommodating a 12’ lane, a sidewalk and crash‐tested railings.
3. The new deck will need to be supported by the substructure system. There are several significant
problems with the existing substructure supporting the bridge, namely:
a. The absent record drawings make determination of the existing pile depths impossible.
Additionally, the original embedded depths have been reduced due to creek erosion and scour
by as much as four feet. Excavation in the creek to determine the pile depths to assess their
adequacy is impractical and would be damaging to the bridge. At any rate, the question of pile
lengths in the ground becomes moot in light of the following two issues.
b. The structural integrity of the 60‐year old timer piles is highly questionable. Recent pullout of
similar piles in the area has shown them being hollowed out by termites and rot, and a similar
condition is expected here. Field tests to determine the integrity of each embedded pile
segment would be both impractical and damaging to the existing bridge.
c. The project’s geotechnical engineer has reported that the ground will be subject to liquefaction
during a major earthquake for at least 50 feet below the roadway surface. Given this, the
substructure system, regardless of the depth of the piles, will provide no superstructure support
and will lead to its collapse during the maximum Credible Event (MCE), the design seismic case.
d. The piles (as well as other timber bridge elements) are treated with creosote, a toxic compound.
4. The bridge abutments will need to be reconstructed. The creek banks immediately upstream of the
bridge on two sides will need to be stabilized with retaining walls and rock riprap.
5. These repairs will require detailed design and full environmental studies and permits.
In essence, a completely new bridge deck, framing and substructure system will need to be built around
and through the existing bridge for repairs after environmental permits have been obtained and a
temporary bridge is erected alongside of the existing bridge. Once completed, none of the existing
bridge elements will be needed any longer. The repairs will indeed become a difficult and costly bridge
replacement exercise, result in an incongruous structure and completely alter the character of the
existing bridge. In comparison with a low‐maintenance, long‐lasting, simply staged bridge replacement,
the repair option will be not cost effective. Furthermore, Caltrans has informed the town that the HBP
dollars would not be allowed for use of repairs in place replacement.
Town of Fairfax HBP Bridge Replacement Project

